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Makiola 
  
Characterising plant pathogen communities and their environmental drivers at a national scale 
 
A Makiola1,2, IA Dickie3, RJ Holdaway4, JR Wood4, KH Orwin4, TR Glare2, CK Lee5 
1 Agroécologie, AgroSup Dijon, INRA, Univ. Bourgogne, Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté, F-21000 Dijon, France 
2 Bio-Protection Research Centre, Lincoln University, Lincoln, New Zealand 
3 Bio-Protection Research Centre, School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, New Zealand 
4 Manaaki Whenua – Landcare Research, Lincoln, New Zealand 
5 Waikato DNA Sequencing Facility, School of Science, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand 
  
Understanding what drives the dynamics of plant pathogens at the largest scales is crucial for the maintenance of  
global food security, conservation of natural ecosystems and future resilience and sustainability of ecosystem services 
in general. Although interactions between plant pathogens, the environment, land use and plants have been described 
many times, the contribution of these different parameters remain largely unknown. Recent advances in next-
generation sequencing (NGS) methods and extended DNA barcode libraries are allowing, for the first time, surveys and 
the study of entire plant pathogen communities and their interactions across diverse landscapes at national scales. The 
inference of functional traits from metabarcoding data, such as those associated with plant pathogen status, presents a 
range of interesting scientific challenges. Here I present what we have learnt from doing this in New Zealand: (1) the 
advantages and pitfalls of NGS metabarcoding of plant pathogens; (2) the first biomonitoring of fungi, oomycete and 
bacteria plant pathogens at the national scale of New Zealand; and, (3) the relative importance of environmental  
factors for plant pathogens and what this likely means for us in face of ever increasing changes in climate and land use. 
 
 

Saha 
  
AgriVectors: a portal for plant diseases transmitted by insect vectors 
 
Surya Saha*, The AgriVectors Consortium, Wayne Hunter and Lukas Mueller 
Boyce Thompson Institute, US   
  
Plant-feeding hemipteran pests are global threats to food security and production. Agricultural disease vector systems 
are an under-served area of research despite being one of the fundamental challenges for increasing food  
consumption. We propose to build an open and comprehensive resource for plant disease systems where the  
pathogen is transmitted by an insect vector. The portal will connect to established public repositories such as NCBI and 
EMBL together with pathosystem-specific repositories like citrusgreening.org. Furthermore, topical resources such as 
RNAi, CRISPR, insect feeding assays like EPG, etc. will also be included and leveraged to create a knowledgebase for 
plant diseases and vector biology. This system will also support privileged access for databases with private and  
unpublished data. We have created the citrusgreening.org portal as a model for a tritrophic disease system with  
genomics and bioinformatics resources for the vector Asian citrus psyllid (ACP, Diaphorina citri), the host citrus (C. 
clementina and C. sinensis) and multiple pathogens including Ca. Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) for the citrus greening 
disease. We have used Biocyc Pathway Tools databases to model biochemical pathways within each organism that can 
be used to explore the entire disease complex. Psyllid Expression Network (PEN) is an expression atlas with proteomics 
and RNAseq data for ACP from adult and nymph life stages, various conditions and multiple hosts. The  
citrusgreening.org model will be extended beyond gene-centric omics data to pathosystem-wide data including inte-
grated pest management data, behavioral and climate data in addition to phenotyping information from disease trials 
to create the AgriVectors portal. 


